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WELCOME! 
A#er a turbulent ,me we are extra happy to welcome you as open athlete in our 
Open Compe,,on as part of the NK Aerial & Pole 2022! 

In this document we have gathered as much informa,on as possible so you are able 
to properly prepare for your par,cipa,on and it is clear what is expected of all 
par,es. Besides this document, study the referenced documents and sites, especially 
the Code Of Points or your discipline. 

Some informa,on is currently unknown. You will receive addi,onal emails from us 
when it becomes available. For example, the order in which athletes will par,cipate 
will be determined by a draw, which will be published on social media on February 16. 
We will announce the program shortly a#er that and email it to you with the schedule 
for the test ,me. 

If we communicate with you, we will do so from nk@dapf.nl. Add this adres to trusted 
senders to reduce the chance that our emails will end up in you spambox. If you want 
to reach us, for example with ques,ons, this is also the address you can use. 
Compe,,on technical ques,ons can be asked in the IPSF Facebook group 
“Interna,onal Pole Sports Federa,on IPSF Enthusiasts”. 
Furthermore, it is wise to follow us on social media, so you don’t miss anything. If you 
want to share something on social media, use the hashtags #nkaerialpole, #dapf and/
or tag us via @dutchaerialpolefedera,on. 

Good luck with the prepara,ons for the Open Compe,,ons! 

Dutch Aerial & Pole Federa,on 

IMPORTANT DATES 
Januari 1 to 31 januari  Applica,on open  
Sat 15 January 14:45 Online Q&A for (poten,al) athletes 
Wed 16 February  Running order draw 
Sat 19 February  Start ,cket-sale (depending on restric,ons) 
Sun 6 March 14:00  Online Q&A for athletes 
Fri 8 April end of day Final deadline submigng files 
Sat 7 + Sun 8 May  The Championships-weekend! 
27-30 Oktober 2022 IPSF World Championship in Lausanne, Swiss

mailto:nk@dapf.nl
https://www.facebook.com/groups/584288528367144


ATHLETE All athletes (except Ultra Pole) must submit files. The deadline for this is April 8, 2022. 
Early submission is highly recommended. The various files do not have to be delivered 
in one go, so: deliver what you have as soon as you have it. 

We will organize how you submit files differently than before, no emails with 
apachments and uncertainty if it is received. Every athlete gets its own personal 
folder that, through a link, only the athlete and DAPF can reach and whereto the 
athlete uploads the files. This way you can check yourself if it is complete. The link will 
be send a#er the running-order draw. 

Submit the following files through your personal folder, unless otherwise stated: 
- Your music in the right length in mp3 
- Photo of your star,ng posi,on as que for the music-technician in jpg/png 
- Forms of your discipline (downloadable via: hpp://www.polesports.org/about-

us/document-policies): 
o Ar,s,c Pole & Ar,s,c Hoop: In English, digitally completed and signed 

(type your name) theme/technical-sheet in Word (no PDF!) with 
aEachments (photos of props/costume) Only let your coach sign if 
(s)he is IPSF-endorsed. At “configura,on of your poles” there are 4 
op,ons: as pole sports, opposite of pole sports, both poles spinning, 
both poles sta,c. Tick all the boxes! 

o Pole Sports & Aerial Hoop: Your digitally completed and signed (type 
your name) compulsory form + technical bonus form in Word (no 
PDF!). Only let your coach sign if (s)he is IPSF-endorsed. ADVICE: use 
the help-file“How To - technical bonus forms”. There is also the op,on 
for payment to have your forms checked before March 25 by the 
headjudge to prevent deduc,ons. Mail nk@dapf.nl in ,me to request 
this from the headjudge. 

- Ar,s,c Pole & Ar,s,c Hoop: Desired light mode. Name color e/o atmosphere in 
1 or 2 sentences, and we will try to realize that. We work with 1 fixed light 
mode per rou,ne, no transi,ons. You can email this to nk@dapf.nl. 

- Aerial Hoop & Ar,s,c Hoop: 
o Desired outer diameter, choose: 90 cm, 95 cm, 100 cm. 
o Desired height in cm from the floor to the lowest point of the hoop. 

The hoop must hang at least at chin height! We do our best to 
approach everyone’s wishes as well as possible. 

At Ar,s,c Hoop these are part of the theme/technical sheet, for Aerial Hoop 
please email your preferences to nk@dapf.nl. 

- Elite Pole Sport & Elite Aerial Hoop: Cer,ficate of the free online an,doping 
training: ADEL for Interna,onal-Level Athletes. (more info under “doping”) 

- Your signed waiver (for perusal at the end of this document), downloadable on 
www.dapf.nl/deelnemen. 

DAPF checks the technical func,oning of all files, but does not check content. If 
something is not in order, we will no,fy you and you can fix it, but a#er the deadline 
of April 8, 2022 we will report this to the head judge who can deduct for this. That’s 
an extra reason to upload everything well before the deadline. 
DAPF is not in charge of alloca,ng points or deduc,ons: this is up to the (head) judges 
and therefore DAPF does not make any statements about this. We can only advise or 
try to clarify rules.

http://www.polesports.org/about-us/document-policies
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We advise athletes to work with a coach. To be seen as coach and have the privileges 
below you have to be IPSF-endorsed. For 2022 this means, like in 2021, you need to 
have successfully completed the dopingcourse (for Sports-coaches), an up-to-date 
Code of Points training in the discipline of your athlete and the Anatomy and 
Physiology training. More info can be found at ipsf.thinkific.com. Register in ,me, the 
Code Of Points training is o#en sold out quickly. Info about the dopingcours you find 
under “doping” in this document. The coach is registered if we, before the event, 
have received the digital cer,ficates at nk@dapf.nl. Make sure your IPSF-endorsed 
coach has signed your rou,ne-forms.  

As an IPSF-endorsed coach you can accompany your athlete backstage (dressing 
rooms and warm-up area behind the stage) and sit with your athlete on the Kiss & Cry 
sofa, where the athlete will receive the points a#er their rou,ne (except ar,s,c and 
ultra). Besides that you have, with the athlete, free access on the day of the rou,ne. 
Report to the DAPF booth for your free access. 

ADVICE: IPSF offers virtual coaching: www.polesports.org/world-pole/virtual-coach. 

Underage athletes may have one addi,onal supervisor backstage in addi,on to their 
coach, a chaperon(e). This person must be an adult and does not need to have 
qualifica,ons (f.e. a parent), but must be pre-registered, at applica,on or as quickly as 
possible via nk@dapf.nl. 

The chaperon(e) can accompany the athlete in the dressing rooms and the warm-up 
area behind the stage, but can not sit at the Kiss & Cry sofa. (Someone else’s IPSF 
endorsed coach can accompany the minor athlete on the sofa.) The chaperon(e) 
doesn’t have free acces and must purchase an entrance ,cket. The athlete can of 
course use their athletes-discount for this. 

Adult athletes are not en,tled to a chaperon(e) unless there is a medical need for 
this. Substan,ated requests can be made prior to the event via nk@dapf.nl.  

As open athlete you form a team with other athletes from your country that compete 
in Open Compe,,ons. As a team you all wear the same tracksuit: your na,onal 
tracksuit. If you do not have a federa,on that coordinates this, contact IPSF to find 
out if more athletes from your country signed up for an open compe,,on. Follow the 
rules for tracksuits in the code of points strictly. 

We want to promote the teams compe,ng in our country through social media, so if 
you can meet up with the other athletes that take part in The Netherlands to take a 
picture, that would be highly appreciated. IPSF-endorsed coaches can be in this 
picture too. If you are the only athlete from your country compe,ng in our open 
compe,,on, please send us a photo of yourself: you are the team! The picture can be 
spor,ve or posed in tracksuits. Please send this to nk@dapf.nl and sum up the names 
of the team members in the email, so we can promote your team correctly.

COACH 

CHAPERON 

TEAM

http://ipsf.thinkific.com
mailto:nk@dapf.nl
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REGISTRATION ID 
At arrival report to the DAPF-booth in your tracksuit. We will check your iden,ty so 
show a valid ID-card. Then you receive your entrance-,cket. (You don’t need to sign a 
waiver because you have already supplied this to us.) 

DRESSING ROOMS, BEAUTY SPACE EN LOCKERS 
You will be assigned a dressing room (with toilet, sink and open shower area) that you 
share with other athletes. Only the athlete, chaperon and IPSF-endorsed coach have 
access here. If you brought assistance for hair/make-up, you can bring this person to 
the public space designated for that. Please bring your own mirrors and other 
supplies. Lockers are available for valuables. 

TESTTIME 
According to the rules athletes get the chance to try out the poles or hoop with their 
music for a maximum of 1 minute. You can do this on the morning of the day of your 
compe,,on. There will be a schedule, based on the running order, taken in 
considera,on the hoop-choices. Tes,ng is not mandatory. If you decide not to do this, 
please let us know asap at nk@dapf.nl, so that we can make the schedule as favorable 
as possible, to keep the day as short as possible for everyone. 

AROUND YOUR ROUTINE 
Behind the stage there is a warm-up area with mats, a paal and hoop. Be present 
there at least 2 rou,nes prior to yours. Take into account the real-life program. It is 
allowed to be present earlier, provided that peace and concentra,on can be 
preserved. An athlete-coordinator wel be present backstage to guide you, follow the 
instruc,ons of this person at all ,mes like when you can enter the stage. You take 
your star,ng posi,on and your music starts. A#er your rou,ne you can briefly receive 
your applause and go backstage again. 
For Ar,s,c you are ready now: you leave the warm-up area with your belongings. At 
the award ceremony you will hear whether you have won a prize and a#erwards you 
will receive your score. 
For Pole Sports and Aerial Hoop you quickly put on your tracksuit, take (op,onal with 
an IPSF coach) a seat in the Kiss&Cry (the sofa next to the stage). Here you will hear 
your score. Then you go into the audience: you will not return to the warm-up area 
backstage, unless you have belongings there (no bags allowed in the Kiss&Cry). 

AWARDCEREMONY 
At the award-ceremony all athletes gather backstage and enter per announced group. 
Athletes form a line at the back of the stage. The winners, when called, take their 
place on the 1-2-3-podium and receive their prize, while everyone else receives their 
par,cipant’s proof. Then all go into the audience to make place for the next group. 

DOPINGCHECKS 
During the event doping tests are taken from various athletes. If you are selected for 
this, you will be invited to the dopingroom by the doping official. More info below. 

PHYSIO & FIRST AID 
If you experience physical problems or discomfort, you can consult our federa,ons 
physiotherapist Esther de Korte. There is also first aid present at the venue.

COURSE OF 
THE DAY

mailto:nk@dapf.nl


In 2022 we move the event to top sports hall Van Der Knaaphal in Ede. 

VAN DER KNAAPHAL 
Burgemeester Cees van der Knaapweg 10 
6717 VZ Ede 

We chose this loca,on because of the large hall that has a climate control installa,on 
that allows us to guarantee a constant temperature for the grip.  
It’s central loca,on is also a plus, making the event easily accessible for athletes and 
audience from all over the country, both by car (with free parking next to and behind 
the building) and by public transport (Ede-Wageningen sta,on at 2 km). There is also 
a bussta,on in the street and there are several charging points for electric cars in the 
area. 
The venue is smoke-free and the horeca focusses on healthy food! 

Extra fun: you don’t have to miss any part of the compe,,on when you go get a cup 
of coffee, because from the catering area (Sportcafe Time-Out) you have a (side) view 
of the stage. Of course there will also be several vendors present with nice products. 

Need anything during the event? Shoppingcenter Stadspoort Ede is at 1,5 km. Looking 
for some peace and quiet? The forest, Hoekelumse Bos is at 1,5 km the other way. 
And hopefully not necessary, bit in case of an emergency hospital Gelderse Vallei is at 
2,5 km. So everything nearby! 

FYI: We rent several spaces in the building, so it could be that other users are also 
present in other spaces (but not at the compe,,on or in the dressing rooms).

LOCATION

https://www.vanderknaaphal.nl


All IPSF documents on hpp://www.polesports.org/about-us/document-policies/ apply 
to the compe,,on. We like to highlight the 2 most important ones: 

CODE OF POINTS 
Every discipline has its own rulebook: the Code of Points. It contains: 
* The jury guidelines to guide you in crea,ng your rou,ne. The images are indica,ve, 

the text is always leading. In the past we found out that, in par,cular, many athletes 
pay insufficient apen,on to the “Head Judges Penal,es”. 

* The Rules & Regula,ons, with rules about tracksuits, music and costumes. Reading 
this sec,on wel in advance can avoid confusion and disappointment. 

* The No Show Policy. We hope, of course, that no one is forced to cancel their 
registra,on, but know that if there is no medical reason to do so, the rules of the 
No Show Policy will come into effect. Contact us a.s.a.p. if you need to cancel via 
nk@dapf.nl. 

* Contes,ng Procedure. For Pole Sports en Aerial Sports it is possible to contest the 
score obtained via the described procedure. A#er obtaining the score an atlete has 
10 minutes to contest. This can be done by filling out a form at the DAPF booth. The 
costs are 50 euro for watching the video. IF the athlete con,nues the contes,ng 
a#er watching the video, the costs of 300 euro per contested sec,on will be added. 
A#er this the headjudge will re-evaluate the video at a ,me during the event when 
he/she is available. If your objec,on has proven to be jus,fied and you therefore 
receive a higher score, you will be refunded. If you have paid in cash, this will be 
done immediately, if you have paid by bank, this will happen as soon as possible 
a#er the event. 

* Forbidden elements: to dis,nguish our sport from Gymnas,cs there are some 
restric,ons with regard to floorwork that may not occur or are limited. Check your 
rou,ne for this. 

Make sure you have read the COP for your discipline very carefully and preferably 
take the IPSF course (ipsf.thinkific.com).  

CODE OF ETHICS 
We expect everyone who is involved in the Dutch Na,onal Championships (so also in 
the Open Compe,,ons) to act in accordance with the Code Of Ethics. This is a 
document about standards of conduct. Ac,ng in viola,on of the Code Of Ethics may 
result in a deduc,ons or even disqualifica,on. 

Due to unpleasant situa,ons in the past, we would like to emphasize: It is not allowed 
to address (head)judges or to ask them ques,ons about the results. Audience, 
athletes and coaches are also not allowed to loiter around the jury tables. If there are 
any problems, report this at the DAPF booth and/or use the contes,ng procedure. 

For the pole-disciplines we will cooperate with Lupit Pole. Their compe,,on-poles are 
4 meters high, 45 mm thick and made of brass. 
For the hoop-disciplines we will use our own bought hoops of AGM The Pole. These 
two-pointed hoops are 90, 95 and 100 cm outer-diameter with a tolerance of 1 cm, 
30mm thick and untaped powder-coated. To make sure the poles are not in the way 
for hoop-athletes, the hoop will be hung approximately 1 meters in front of the poles. 
So the floor surface in front of the hoop will be shorter than behind the hoop! 
TIPPING OF THE HOOP IS A KNOWN PROBLEM, ANTICIPATE ON THIS.  
All other specifica,es can be find in the IPSF apparatus norms.

RULES 

APPARATUS 
& RIGGING
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A compe,,on has to be fair, so every form of doping is prohibited. To regulate this, 
we can have athletes undergo a drug test. We work together with Dopingautoriteit 
Nederland. This is a Dutch independent an,-doping organiza,on, that works by order 
of the government and the NOC*NSF. The IPSF works with WADA, so there is also a 
possibility that par,cipants will be tested during the WPSC. 

To make sure athletes have knowledge about doping IPSF obligates the free online 
an,doping training: ADEL for Interna,onal-Level Athletes for: 
• Adult Elite athletes in Sports (Pole a/o Hoop) 
• IPSF-endorsed coaches of one or several athletes in Sports (Pole a/o Hoop) 
• A parent or legal guardian of minor athletes in in Sports (Pole a/o Hoop) 
We recommend other athletes/coaches to educate themselves and follow the course 
too, or at least study the links below. 

DOPING BY ACCIDENT 
Important to know is that doping can be used by accident. For instance, many 
supplements have traces of substances that are on the dopinglist and these traces can 
already be enough to test as posi,ve during a doping test. Luckily, you can check 
everything with the “Dopingwaaier” via www.dopingwaaier.nl. Part of this app is the 
Dutch Secury System Feeding Supplements Topsport (‘Nederlands Zekerheidssysteem 
Voedingssupplementen Topsport’, in short NZVT), where you can find if your 
supplements are “clean” enough. 

MEDICINES 
Some,mes medicine (like for asthma, ADHD or diabetes) fall under doping. If the 
Dopingwaaier tells you your medicine is considered doping, you can ask for 
dispensa,on. Do this on ,me, so in case of a check, you can immediately hand over 
proof of your dispensa,on. How? Check: hpps://gds.dopingautoriteit.nl 

URINETEST 
If you have been selected to do a doping test, you’ll be informed by the doping officer, 
who tells you about your rights and du,es.You are obliged to cooperate and the 
doping test will be executed immediately. You can bring someone with you. We only 
test during compe,,ons: from 12 hours before the start of the compe,,on un,l the 
end of the compe,,on. To test for doping we need some urine which will be tested in 
a lab. Doping tests will be conducted in a specially designed doping checking sta,on 
with enough privacy. The exact procedures becomes clear in this video: hpps://
vimeo.com/6751077 

CONSEQUENCES 
We obviously expect that everybody wants a fair game, but what if doping use is 
found, what will be the consequences? First of all, it leads to disqualifica,on and any 
prices, medals and scores have to be handed back. Then a sanc,on will be executed 
which can lead to a suspension of 4 years. In the period of the suspension, an athlete 
cannot join any compe,,ons, trainings or ac,vi,es of the federa,on. These sanc,ons 
will be copied by every sports federa,on (so also from other sports). The athlete can 
start an appeal process.  

MORE INFORMATION 
Take a look at www.dopingautoriteit.nl.

DOPING
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Athletes and their registered IPSF-endorsed coach have free acces on the day of the 
rou,ne. Report for this at the DAPF-booth upon arrival. But to make it more aprac,ve 
to bring audience or to come again on the other day to support other athletes, we 
offer a personal discount-code that gives a 20% discount on up to 8 ,ckets. You will 
receive the code per email and you can use the code once, so order all in one 
transac,on. The ,cket sales opens on 19 February via www.dapf.nl/,ckets. There is a 
choice of day ,ckets and beper priced weekend ,ckets. Other forms of discount are 
(limited available) early bird ,ckets and children’s ,ckets. Discounts can not be 
combined. 

All rou,nes will be captured for DAPF by photographers Caroline and Dennis. Athletes 
can order these pictures a#erwards at the photographers. Costst are € 5,- per photo, 
minimum order of 5 photos. Every 10th picture is free. Pictures will be placed on their 
websites so you can decide which to pick. A#er fulfilling the payment-request you will 
receive the photo’s a.s.a.p. 
- Caroline Demey:   www.pixcel.fr  
- Dennis van de Ven:  www.vdvfotografie.nl  

The rou,nes are also filmed by videographer Charmaine. These recordings primarily 
serve the contes,ng procedure. In addi,on, the rou,nes will be posted on the DAPF 
YouTube cannel a#er the event. If you do not want this, please let us know within 
three days a#er the event via nk@dapf.nl. You can also indicate if you want to keep 
your video secret un,l a#er Worlds. 

Capturing the rou,nes with professional equipment is the exclusive right of these 3 
individuals and DAPF-approved press. It is not allowed to make recordings of the 
rou,nes with professional equipment. 

The Open Compe,,ons at the NK Aerial & Pole are facilitated so athletes can qualify 
for the World Championships, organized by IPSF. Edi,on 2022 will take place in 
Lausanne, Swiss on 27-30 October. 

Open Compe,,on athletes qualify for Worlds if they are the top athletes of their 
country. This means of all Open Compe,,ons worldwide. So, a ,tle at the Open 
Compe,,on does not guarantees qualifica,on. Contact IPSF a#erward if unsure, 
however, qualified athletes will automa,cally receive an invita,on from IPSF. As an 
Open Athlete you can email your ques,ons regarding worlds to IPSF, DAPF does not 
have a role in this.

ACCES 

  

RECORDINGS 

WORLDS
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WAIVER AND RELEASE OF LIABILITY 
 
I hereby acknowledge and agree to comply with the rules and regulations permitting me to 
compete at the Dutch Championships “NK Aerial & Pole 2022". The rules and regulations 
are reported in IPSF documents such as Code of Points and Code of Ethics. I declare that 
I’m aware that any deviation from the code and/or disregard for instructions given by staff 
members of the organizer, is entirely at my own risk. 

I am aware that all costs incurred by me, the athlete, with regards to my participation in the 
event, are fully my responsibility and will not be passed on to the organizers. 

I renounce all image rights pertaining to footage made of me, the athlete, and consent and 
agree that said footage may be used by DAPF or the IPSF. I consent to being interviewed, 
filmed and photographed by all organizer endorsed media. I will not receive financial or 
other remuneration for photos and videos made of me during the event. 

I understand and acknowledge that there are risks involved in these sports. I fully realize 
that competing in the Dutch Aerial & Pole Championships requires appropriate health, 
physical condition and pole sport skills. I certify that I am in good health and proper 
physical condition and master sufficient pole/aerial skills to compete capably in this event.  

I declare that I will not be under the influence of any performance-enhancing drugs during 
the competition, aside from any possible medication prescribed by a physician. 

I waive, release and discharge Dutch Aerial & Pole Federation and affiliated partners, 
other than under the Civil Code, from any and all liability for personal injury and/or damage 
I may suffer as a result of participation in this event. 

I declare to have a civil liability insurance cover. 

I acknowledge that this waiver is binding for the NK Aerial & Pole 2022 as organized by 
Dutch Aerial & Pole Federation. In the event a minor wishes to compete, a legal parent or 
guardian must acknowledge and agree to this waiver and release form on their behalf. 

SIGNATURE PARTICIPANT or (on behalf of minor) PARENT/GUARDIAN

FOR PERUSAL



CONTACT 
Dutch Aerial & Pole Federation 
Lijzij 28 
1276 GL Huizen 

nk@dapf.nl 
www.dapf.nl 

Facebook 
Instagram 
YouTube 
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